
THE COOPERATION PROTOCOL BETWEEN
UNIVERSTIY HAXI{I ZEKA AND

KARAMANOGLU MEIJMETBEY UNIVERSITY

Article 1- (l) This Protoco| is issued and signed by,...... University represented by the
Rector ...... and oıı tlre otlıer haırd, the Rector aııthorized by laıv, Prof. Dr. Mehmet Gavgalı,
rePı'esented by Karamaııoğlu Mehmetbey Uııiversity, with the ainı of encouraging and iııcreasing
educatioır aırd researcl'ı studies in the field of lıigheı, edrıcatioıı and establislıiııg direct aııd ıııuhıally
beııeficial cooPeration in the field of science aırd ctıltııre. The protocolhas beeıı drawn ııp accordiı-ıg
to the followiııg articles of ınemoraırduın of uııderstaııdiııg aırd jointly referred to as the ''parties',
and individually as the "Party".

Artİcle 2- (l) The purpose of tlıis ı,ııemoraııduırr of understaııdiııg is between tlıe parties iıı
associate, undergraduate aııd graduate education; to develop and streııgtheıı tlıe understancling of
ınutual cooperation in the fields of science, researclı, culture aııd art.

Article 3- (1) The Parties geırerally agree to cooperate witlr eaclı otlıer iıı the following
areas:

ı Exchange ofassociate, undergraduate and graduate sfudents.
ı short or long-term exclıange of acadeınic and admiııistrative staff.
. Organiziııg joint scientific researches involving acadenıic staff.
. Iııviting the representatives of the parties to give lectures.
. ApPointment of simultaneous assistant advisors for studeııts iıı doctoıal degree from aınong

tlre acadeınic staffof tlıe parties.
o cooperatioıı in the field of international joint education and training for undergradı_ıate

progfaııls.
ı Cooperating in the training of qualified specialists, edııcation and scientific persoıınel in

mutually detennined common areas.
. Slıaring kııowledge and experience in educational studies, curriculum developmeııt and

continuing education activities.
ı Orgaırizing joint conferences, seminars, congrcsses, roı.ındtables and otlıer initiatives in the

field of education and science.
ı organizing joint educationaland scientific events.
ı Training and retraiııing of its emp|oyees, uııless it is contrary to the legislation of the parties.
ı Providing admission §upport to the staffand students of the parties in exchange programs.
ı To organize joint sumıner school programs in the field of education and science.

Artİcle 4- (l) The terıns of tlre activities described iıı Article 3 and the fiıraırcing coııditions
for the implementation of these memorandum of understanding projects will be determined
by separate agreements between the Parties.
(2) The implementation of any cooperation under tlıis memorandum of understanding will

depend on possible r€sources and financial support between the Paıties.
(3) The parties evaluate possible financial opportunities, includiııg funds.
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Article 5- (l) This nreınoraırdum of uııderstanding ınay be aıııeııded at aı-ıy tiıne by written
agıEement of both Parties bY an additiona| agreeıneırt which slrall be aı,ı iııtegrat part of this
meıı'ıoraııdum of understaııding and must be duly recorded and signed by the representatives of the
Paıties.

Arfİcle 6- (l) All researclr aııd collaboratioıı activities uııder this agreemeırt will be
coııducted in accordaırce r,vith the larvs and regutations applicable to each iııstitutioıı. Disagreeınents
arising froın the iı'ıterpretation aııd iınpleıneııtatioıı of the provisioııs of this agreeıııent will be
resolved as a result of negotiations behveeır the Parties.

Article 7- (l) Tlıis protocol eıTteıs into force froın tlre ır]oınent it is sigııed by both paıties.
Tlıe Protocol Period is five (5) years. The protoeol is aııtoınatically reırewed for a period of five (5)
Years tıııless oııe of tlıe Parties ırotifies tlıe otlıeı, in writiııg that it wislıes to terı-ıriııate it six (6)
nıoırtl'ıs iıı advaııce- Tl-ıe protocol caıı be cI,ıanged at aıry tiıııe rvith ttre written conseılt of both
parties.

Article 8- (l) This agreemeııt coı'ısists of eight (8) articles. lıas beeıı prepared in four copies
iıı Turkish and Eng|ish, and the Turkislı agreeı,ııeııt is for refereııce aırd gııide purposes applied by
the parties.

(2) Paties can prepare additional protocols wlıen ııecessary.
(3) This lnemoıandum of ıınderstandingenters into force as of tiıe date of its last signing.
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